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Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 12 Aug 2019 16:24
_____________________________________

Hi everyone! I've been a fan of gye for a long time ,I've decided to join the crew and wake up
from my slumber which has been induced on me and us by the decadent society around us.
I'm here to give and get chizuk in a Torah sourced way. A Talmid Chacham advised me
personaly not to do the 12 steps(thats his personal advice to ME,whoever was advised to use it
by Daas Torah ,KOL HAKAVOD!) B"H I've had a streak of clean days, and I feel  joining such 
a  chashuva chabura will help out. Hatzlacha to all!    

 Sleepy  

 .

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 00:18
_____________________________________

does im bad mean that im rotten thru and thru, if so then i understand why one should not say
im bad, because everyone has some good in him.

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 00:21
_____________________________________

yay, im a Senior Boarder, do i get mta benefits now?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 00:23
_____________________________________

was that a bad joke or a good but sick joke?
Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 00:24
_____________________________________

am i allowed to highjack my own thread?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 00:27
_____________________________________

has anyone seen a see throughish brown bottle with a chidproof cap with my name on it?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Aug 2019 23:04
_____________________________________

has anyone noticed or had a feeling from reading certain posts that there are people here who
when it comes to lust seem to be very knowledgeable in fighting/curing it, but when it comes to
other things like ways of talking to others , kavod habri'os,it seems to be a neglected thing by
them,do other things get lost and sacrificed  due to fighting this nisayon, is it possible to fight
lust AND to be careful of other peoples feelings ?HAS anyone had experience with themselves
meaning they feel as they were  fighting lust, they were going down in other areas?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 28 Aug 2019 00:35
_____________________________________

i was just thinking 

 , maybe one day at a time is" merumaze" in the word yom kipur

yom-one day
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kipur-will bring a kaparah!

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 28 Aug 2019 00:37
_____________________________________

ieeyc wrote on 27 Aug 2019 23:04:

has anyone noticed or had a feeling from reading certain posts that there are people here who
when it comes to lust seem to be very knowledgeable in fighting/curing it, but when it comes to
other things like ways of talking to others , kavod habri'os,it seems to be a neglected thing by
them,do other things get lost and sacrificed  due to fighting this nisayon, is it possible to fight
lust AND to be careful of other peoples feelings ?HAS anyone had experience with themselves
meaning they feel as they were  fighting lust, they were going down in other areas?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by i-man - 28 Aug 2019 00:42
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 27 Aug 2019 23:04:

has anyone noticed or had a feeling from reading certain posts that there are people here who
when it comes to lust seem to be very knowledgeable in fighting/curing it, but when it comes to
other things like ways of talking to others , kavod habri'os,it seems to be a neglected thing by
them,do other things get lost and sacrificed  due to fighting this nisayon, is it possible to fight
lust AND to be careful of other peoples feelings ?HAS anyone had experience with themselves
meaning they feel as they were  fighting lust, they were going down in other areas?

I think the forum speaks for itself - it seems to me that the vast majority of people and posts are
respectful to others, sometimes the written word gets misunderstood by a reader  .

========================================================================
====
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Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 28 Aug 2019 00:44
_____________________________________

i dont know maybe im just too sensitive, but i was reading through guys posts and was
surprised how some people gave apretty sharp reply ,more than was warrented in my opinion

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 28 Aug 2019 01:42
_____________________________________

i-man wrote on 28 Aug 2019 00:42:

sleepy wrote on 27 Aug 2019 23:04:

has anyone noticed or had a feeling from reading certain posts that there are people here who
when it comes to lust seem to be very knowledgeable in fighting/curing it, but when it comes to
other things like ways of talking to others , kavod habri'os,it seems to be a neglected thing by
them,do other things get lost and sacrificed  due to fighting this nisayon, is it possible to fight
lust AND to be careful of other peoples feelings ?HAS anyone had experience with themselves
meaning they feel as they were  fighting lust, they were going down in other areas?

I think the forum speaks for itself - it seems to me that the vast majority of people and posts are
respectful to others, sometimes the written word gets misunderstood by a reader  .

that could very well be.

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
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Posted by sleepy - 28 Aug 2019 02:01
_____________________________________

if anyone is interested ,there is an interesting politics hotline by someone yaakov m., its a real
kosher way of being up to date on politics with an analysis he has some other news features, its
only $3 dollars a month, or so, i think its worth it .( i dont know him personaly and im  not making
anything on the deal , just sharing)number is 848 261 6397 (nice sense of humor too, sounds
like a very Torahdig person) 

its called (the) jewish news channel,enjoy!

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by stillgoing - 28 Aug 2019 14:58
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 27 Aug 2019 00:13:

hi, just curios, i see here on posts how people say about themselves," im not bad , im sick..."is
there anything wrong with me if i think about myself that im bad, but i want to do Teshuva?(and
therefore im really good now )

Your post is funny to me. Without getting into the whole "sick" topic which has to do with
addiction, you wrote (not exact quote) "If I'm bad and want to do teshuva, then I'm actually
good" sounds like you answered your own question, no?

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 28 Aug 2019 16:06
_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote on 28 Aug 2019 14:58:

sleepy wrote on 27 Aug 2019 00:13:

hi, just curios, i see here on posts how people say about themselves," im not bad , im sick..."is
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there anything wrong with me if i think about myself that im bad, but i want to do Teshuva?(and
therefore im really good now )

Your post is funny to me. Without getting into the whole "sick" topic which has to do with
addiction, you wrote (not exact quote) "If I'm bad and want to do teshuva, then I'm actually
good" sounds like you answered your own question, no?

Good point,so your saying basically that someone who lusts is one out of two,

1.im sick(addicted)and have(want)to get healthy 

2.I'm bad(not addicted )and have(want) to do Teshuva.I hear.

I just get the feeling  that someone who is#2  doesn't like living with the feeling that he's bad and
runs to number#1 im not bad but sick and basically does things that someone who is #2 does,
Teshuva ,but sugarcoats it in healing(if it works it works) I was just saying what's wrong by
realizing and admitting yes I'm bad (not rotten to the core),I have a neshama,a pintele yid,and I
CAN fix it up ,and I don't have to escape from feelings of guilt,I messed up and I can clean up.

Of course there are addicts who are sick and it's not an issue of Teshuva,my post was focused
to the other fellas.

thanks for pointing it out

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 28 Aug 2019 17:15
_____________________________________

The King has a soft spot for you
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